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Simulations were conducted to explore a broader collection of possible illumination patterns realizable using a
white-light-emitting hemispherical digital condenser. Several simple, but practical, illumination patterns
were selected and used in experiments where a sample was illuminated simultaneously from different directions.
The illumination-direction multiplexing (IDM) Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) method was
successfully used for imaging and phase recovery. This study suggests that IDM-FPM can be used for imaging
photonic crystals with subwavelength periods using traditional microscope condensers with variable numerical
aperture. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The simple substitution of the built-in illumination source of a
common optical microscope by an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [1–12] allows for the implementation of sophisticated microscope techniques [1–12]. In particular, Fourier
ptychographic microscopy (FPM) [2,4,5,7–11] is based on
the collection of several images obtained by illuminating the
sample from different directions. FPM can provide image resolution below the Rayleigh resolution limit, ∼λ∕2NAo ,
where λ is the vacuum wavelength of the light used for imaging,
and NA o is the numerical aperture of the microscope’s objective
lens [13–15]. Moreover, FPM is very useful since it can recover
the unmeasured phase of the optical disturbance at the sample
plane [2,12,15]. Originally, FPM was developed assuming incident illumination from a single direction at the time [2,12].
This required the collection of a large number of images and
long exposure times, due to the low intensity of the LED [4,5].
Illuminating the sample simultaneously from multiple directions is a natural solution to this problem; therefore, a FPM
phase-recovery algorithm capable of illumination-direction
multiplexing (IDM) was readily demonstrated [4,5]. In this
work, we explore the use of a hemispherical digital condenser
(HDC) [6,7,10–12] to implement IDM-FPM. The distance of
each LED in the HDC to the sample is equal to the HDC
radius, which allows uniform illumination of the sample from
1559-128X/17/144052-06 Journal © 2017 Optical Society of America

every direction [6,7]. First, we conducted simulations in order
to determine illumination patterns realizable using a HDC,
which could be successfully used to implement IDM-FPM.
We identify several simple, but practical, illumination patterns
and experimentally demonstrated IDM-FPM with them. In
particular, we found that the IDM-FPM technique with
ring-like illumination patterns could be used for imaging photonic crystals. This is important because illuminating a sample
with the ring of light produced by a condenser is one of the
oldest but more effective ways to increase image resolution
[16–18]. Therefore, our findings suggest that IDM-FPM
can be used for imaging photonic crystals with subwavelength
periods using traditional microscope condensers with variable
numerical aperture. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present simulations of IDM-FPM. In
Section 3 we describe the experimental setup used in this work,
and compare the experimental and simulation results. Finally,
the conclusions of this work are presented in Section 4.
2. IDM-FPM SIMULATIONS
As shown in block (1) in Fig. 1(a) the IDM-FPM algorithm
starts (iteration index m  0) by assuming an arbitrary amplitude (am0 r) and phase (pm0 r) of the optical disturbance
(OD) at the microscope’s real plane (RP), (ar expipr)
[2,15]. Then, as shown in block (2) of Fig. 1(a) the initial
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IDM-FPM algorithm the amplitude of the calculated RP-ODs
is modified in the following way [4,5]:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I RP;j
mod
am;j;q r 
a r;
I RPT m;j;q
I RPT 

N
X

I RP;j;q ; I RP;j;q  am;j;q r2 ;

(4)

q1

Fig. 1. (a) Flow chart of IDM-FPM phase-recovery algorithm steps.
(b) The value of the modified amplitude of the OD in each RP point is
proportional to the value of the calculated amplitude of the OD in the
same RP point. The proportionality constant in each point depends
on the ratio between the measured experimental intensity and the
calculated intensity at that point.

approximation (m  1, j  1) for the actual OD at the
microscope’s Fourier plane (FP) is obtained by applying a
two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform (F ) operation to
the initial OD in the following way [2,15]:
Aact
m1;j1 ke

iP act
m1;j1 k

 F am0 re ipm0 r :

(1)

Then, as sketched in block (3) in Fig. 1(a) the ODs associated to each of the single illumination directions (labeled
q  1; 2; …; N ), which contribute to the first (j  1) multiplexed low-resolution RP image, are calculated as shown [2,12]:
iP m;j k−k q 
· W o;
Am;j;q ke iP m;j;q k  Aact
m;j k − k q e
act

q  1; 2; …; N ;

(2)

where W o is a circular window of radius NAo and centered at
k  0. Equation (2) corresponds to the successive application
of the operations “shift” and “window.” First, the complex function describing the Fourier plane in the optical disturbance (FPOD) is shifted toward the FP position k q corresponding to the
qth illumination direction. The shift is then followed by a
multiplication by W o, so that the resulting FP image is limited
to an experimentally realizable numerical aperture (NAo ). As
sketched in block (4) in Fig. 1(a), the ODs in the RP (RPODs) corresponding to each FP-OD are then obtained by
applying an inverse 2D Fourier transform (F −1 ) operation as
follows [2,4,5]:
am;j;q re ipm;j;q r  F −1 Am;j;q ke iP m;j;q k ;
q  1; 2; …; N :

(3)

In single illumination-direction FPM, this step is followed
by the substitution of the amplitude of the calculated RP-OD
(am;j;q r) by the square root of the intensity of the corresponding experimental (or simulated) low-resolution RP image [2].
However, as sketched in block (5) in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), in the

where I RP;j is the intensity of the experimental (or simulated)
multiplexed low-resolution RP image number j. Equation (4)
guarantees that the sum of all calculated intensities of the modified RP-ODs equals I RP ;j . Moreover, Eq. (4) is equivalent to
Eq. (5):
I RP;j X
I
;
I mod RP;j;q  I RP;j −
I RPT l ≠q RP;j;l
2
I mod RP;j;q  amod
m;j;q r :

(5)

Equation (5) corresponds to the incoherent superposition
condition requiring that the calculated intensity corresponding
to a particular OD (I mod RP;j;q ) should be equal to I RP;j minus
the sum of the intensities corresponding to all the others ODs
contributing to the formation of the multiplexed lowresolution RP image number j. As sketched in block (6) in
Fig. 1(a), the FP-ODs corresponding to each RP-OD are
recalculated with the following equation [2,4,5]:
iP m;j;q k
ipm;j;q r
 F amod
 · W o:
Arec
m;j;q re
m;j;q ke
rec

(6)

It is worth noting that the recalculated FP-ODs [block (6) in
Fig. 1(a)] are improved versions of the previously calculated FPODs [block (3) in Fig. 1(a)] because the information contained
in the experimental (or simulated) multiplexed images has been
incorporated to the recalculated FP-ODs. Then, as sketched in
block (7) of Fig. 1(a), the next approximation of the synthetic
FP-OD is calculated in the following way [4,5]:
up d

up d

Am;j ke iP m;j

k

iP m;j k
 Aact
m;j ke
act

α

N
X
iP rec
m;j;q kk q 
γArec
m;j;q k  k q e
q1

− βAm;j;q k  kq e iP m;j;q kkq  :

(7)

As shown by the arrow between blocks (7) and (2) in
Fig. 1(a), after the synthetic FP-OD is updated, it is used as
the actual approximation for the next multiplexed images
(j  2; 3…; M ). The operations included in the box with
the discontinuous line in Fig. 1 are successively done for each
experimental (or simulated) multiplexed low-resolution RP image. This constitutes the first algorithm iteration (m  1). The
algorithm should converge after several iterations. Finally, as
shown in block (8) in Fig. 1(a), the amplitude and phase corresponding to the final high-resolution RP image is obtained by
applying an inverse 2D Fourier transform of the complex function corresponding to the updated FP-OD. We conducted
IDM-FPM simulations using, as the initial approximation of
the RP-OD, pr  0 and ar equal to the square root of
the intensity corresponding to the first multiplexed lowresolution RP image used in the algorithm. We assumed a
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Fig. 2. IDM-FPM simulation results for arbitrary sample. (a), (b) Ideal
OD, intensity, and phase, respectively. (c) Illumination direction distribution of LEDs in HDC. (d), (f), (h, (j) Intensity and (e), (g), (i), (k) phase
corresponding to ODs obtained using the IDM-FPM algorithm with
NAs  1.77. (d)–(k) Images obtained using IDM produced by simultaneously turning ON (d), (e) four and (j), (k) 16 consecutive LEDs in the
same HDC row, (f), (g) four consecutive LEDs in the same HDC column, and (h), (i) 16 LEDs in each quarter of the HDC.

set of 64 illumination directions corresponding to each LED
in a previously reported hemispherical digital condenser
[6,7,10–12], which we also used in the experiments reported
in this work. The HDC is formed by four ring-like rows with
numerical aperture values of NA c  0.58, 0.73, 0.89, and
0.97. Rows contain 16 uniformly distributed LEDs each.
Figure 2 shows simulation results corresponding to an arbitrary
sample. This sample was selected to study the IDM-FPM capabilities on arbitrary non-periodic samples. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the ideal intensity and phase, respectively, which should
be observed using perpendicular illumination and a synthetic
numerical aperture NA s  NA o  NAc  0.8  0.97  1.77.
A schematic of the LEDs illumination directions is shown
in Fig. 2(c). Figures 2(d)–2(k) show the final intensities and
phases corresponding to the RP-ODs obtained after 50 iterations of the IDM-FPM algorithm. The values α  1, β  0.5,
and γ  1 were used in Eq. (7) for Figs. 2(d)–2(g), and the
values α  1, β  0, and γ  1 for Figs. 2(h)–2(k).
Different combinations of α, β, γ values were explored (not
shown) and the reported sets of values give the best results for
an arbitrary sample. Figures 2(d)–2(g) and 2(h)–2(k) correspond to two successful and two partially successful illumination patterns, respectively. Partial success refers to poor or
absent recovery of the phase. Nevertheless, the intensity of
the final high-resolution multiplexed RP image was good in
all cases. In each successful illumination pattern, four LED
illumination directions were multiplexed and 16 low-resolution
RP images were used. Figures 2(d) and 2(e) correspond to the
set of illumination patterns formed by the 16 possible nonintercepting sets of four consecutive LEDs in the same
HDC row simultaneously turned ON. Figures 2(f ) and 2(g)
correspond to the set of illumination patterns formed by the
16 possible non-intercepting sets of four consecutive LEDs
in the same HDC column simultaneously turned ON. In each

Fig. 3. IDM-FPM simulation results for a Ronchi ruling with a
period of 1.67 μm. (a), (c), (e), (g) Intensities and (b), (d), (f ),
(h) phases corresponding to OD obtained using the IDM-FPM algorithm with NA s  1.77. Images (a), (b) and (g), (h) were produced
using IDM with four and 16 consecutive LEDs in the same row, respectively, (c), (d) four consecutive LEDs in the same HDC column,
and (e), (f ) 16 LEDs in each quarter of the HDC. The same number of
periods appear in all the images.

partially successful illumination pattern, 16 LED illumination
directions were multiplexed and four low-resolution RP images
were used. Figures 2(h) and 2(i) correspond to the set of illumination patterns formed by the four quarters of the HDC
with 16 LEDs simultaneously turned ON in each quadrant.
Figures 2(j) and 2(k) show the results obtained using the set
of illumination patterns formed by the four HDC ring-like
rows [Fig. 2(c)] with 16 LEDs simultaneously turned ON
in each row. As shown in Fig. 3, the four illumination patterns
discussed above produce more similar simulation results when
used to illuminate samples with simpler structures. Figure 3
shows simulation results corresponding to a Ronchi ruling with
a period p  1.67 μm. Final intensities and phases corresponding to the RP-ODs, which were obtained after 50 iterations of
the IDM-FPM algorithm and using the values α  1, β  0.5,
and γ  1 in Eq. (7), are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d) and the
values α  1, β  0, and γ  1 are shown in Figs. 3(e)–
3(h). Figures 3(a), 3(c), 3(e), 3(g), and 3(b), 3(d), 3(f ), 3(h)
show the intensities and phases, respectively, corresponding
to ODs obtained using the IDM-FPM algorithm with IDM
produced by simultaneously turning ON four [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b)] and 16 [Figs. 3(g) and 3(h)] consecutive LEDs in
the same HDC row, four consecutive LEDs in the same
HDC column [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)], and 16 LEDs in each quarter of the HDC [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f )]. Almost identical intensity
images are obtained in all cases.
Details in the phase variate from one IDM pattern to another, but all of them show the same basic periodicity observed
in the intensity images.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Details of the experimental setup used in this work, whose
schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 4, can be found elsewhere [7,10–12]. In short, we used a Nikon Ti Eclipse inverted
microscope equipped with a NA o  0.8 objective lens and a
HDC as the illumination source. Two charged-coupled device
cameras are attached to the microscope to obtain the RP and FP
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the experimental setup.

images of the Ronchi ruling with p  1.67 μm. A 10 nm bandpass filter centered at 570 nm wavelength was placed after the
objective lens.
The HDC is formed by four concentric ring-like rows with
numerical aperture values of NA c  0.58, 0.73, 0.89, and
0.97. Each LED that makes up the HDC can be turned
ON/OFF independently. In our experiment, we selected different configurations of LEDs: four consecutive LEDs in the same
row, four consecutive LEDs in the same column, 16 LEDs in a
full quarter of the HDC, and 16 consecutives LEDs in the same
row. Each configuration was iteratively cycled around the HDC
until every LED was used. The HDC was placed, centered
directly on top of the sample.
Figure 5 shows examples of experimental RP and FP multiplexed images corresponding to a Ronchi ruling with period
p  1.67 μm that were obtained using the experimental setup
sketched in Fig. 4 and each of the four kinds of IDM patterns
described in the previous section. It is worth noting that FP
images are not used in the IDM-FPM algorithm; however,
we used them for the exact determination of the illumination
direction corresponding to each LED in the HDC. In addition,
as shown in Figs. 5(b), 5(d), 5(f ), and 5(h), we used the experimental FP images to illustrate the IDM pattern used in
each case. The brightest spots in the FP images are zero-order
diffraction spots corresponding to the illumination direction of
a LED turned ON. Additional spots visible in the FP images
are high-order diffraction spots. The arrows added to the FP
images indicate the IDM patterns used. Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
show an example of the 16 pairs of RP-FP images obtained
using the IDM produced by four consecutives LEDs in the
same HDC row, with NAc  0.58, simultaneously turned ON.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show an example of the 16 pairs of RP-FP
experimental images obtained using the IDM produced by four
consecutive LEDs in the same HDC column simultaneously
turned ON. Only two zero-order diffraction spots corresponding to LEDs in the HDC rows with NAc  0.58 and 0.73 are

Fig. 5. Examples of experimental FP and RP images obtained with
a NA o  0.8 objective lens, and by simultaneously turning ON
(a), (b) four and (g), (h) 16 consecutive LEDs in the same HDC
row, (c), (d) four consecutive LEDs in the same HDC column, and
(e), (f ) 16 LEDs in each quarter of the HDC. Arrows added to FP
images group consecutive zero-order diffraction spots corresponding
to the IDM pattern used.

visible in the FP image shown in Fig. 5(d). The two missing
zero-order diffraction spots were not collected by the microscope
objective lens because they correspond to LEDs in the HDC
rows with NAc > NAo . Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show an example
of the four pairs of RP-FP experimental images obtained using
the IDM produced by 16 LEDs occupying the same HDC quarter that are simultaneously turned ON. Similarly, only eight
zero-order diffraction spots corresponding to LEDs in the HDC
rows with NAc  0.58 and 0.73 are visible in the FP image
shown in Fig. 5(f). The other eight zero-order diffraction spots
were not collected by the microscope objective lens because they
correspond to LEDs in the HDC rows with NAc > NAo .
Figures 5(g) and 5(h) show an example corresponding to NAc 
0.58 of the four pairs of RP-FP experimental images obtained
using the IDM produced by 16 LEDs in the same HDC
row simultaneously turned ON. As expected, in all experimental RP images the periodicity of the Ronchi ruling can be
clearly seen because p ≫ λ∕NAo [13–16]. Nevertheless, these
sets of experimental RP images are perfectly suited for a quantitative testing the phase-recovery capabilities of the IDM-FPM
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same HDC column [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)], and 16 LEDs in each
quarter of the HDC [Figs. 6(e) and 6(f )]. In excellent correspondence with the simulation results shown in Fig. 3, in
all the images shown in Fig. 6 the correct periodicity of the
Ronchi ruling is clearly observed. In particular, the results
shown in Figs. 6(g) and 6(h) and Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) demonstrate that IDM-FPM using ring-like illumination permits to
obtain the OD corresponding to a photonic crystal sample.
It should be noted that the relatively large period of the
Ronchi ruling used in our experiments does not allow one
to appreciate the well-known improvement to the resolution
of the numerically reconstructed RP image, which is characteristic of the FPM technique [2,9]. The resolution enhancement
is easily seen by the obtained synthetic FP image with NA s >
NA o where diffraction spots corresponding to several diffraction orders are clearly observed (not shown). This distinguishes
FPM from other techniques allowing phase recovery without
resolution improvement [19,20].
4. CONCLUSIONS
We explored the implementation of IDM-FPM using a HDC.
Good correspondence between experiment and simulations
demonstrated that this can be accomplished using several simple, but practical, illumination patterns. In particular, when using ring-like illumination patterns IDM-FPM permits to find
the OD corresponding to relatively simple samples like photonic crystals. This suggests the exciting possibility to combine
IDM-FPM and the use of traditional microscope condensers
with variable NAc for imaging photonic crystals with subwavelength resolution.
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